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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full nrarks.

Candidates are required to give their ansr.vers in their own words as far as practicable.

Write the answer for each unit in senarate sheet

UNIT: PllS 301.1

OT]ANTTINT I\I EC TIANICS-I I I

CROUP-;\

Answer any TWO of the follorving questions:

1. Provethat(/o +m){ = 0 wherec:h:1in Diracequation.
2. State and prove optical theorem in scattering.
3. Distinguish between adiabatic and sudden approxirnation in perturbation theory.
4. Prove that it is impossible to construct a completely anti-symmetric spin function

for three electrons.

cRotiP-B

Answer any TWO of the following questions:

I . Prove that (d.1) (d .E) : i.E + too. (1 x E), where land B conrr.nute rvith d but
not with each other.

2. Prove that+(vpyy) : 4gtu
3. Write down the zeroth-order wave function fbr the ls2s excited state of the Hera

atont.
4. Consider a large number ofFermions of mass m are confined in a cubical box of

size L. Find the nun.rber of fermions with energy less than Er

GROT]P-C

Answer any ONE of the follo."ving questions:

l. Deduce Dirac-Pauli equation for spin % particle in e.m. field.
2. Deduce Fermi-Golden rule for transitior.r probability.
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UNIT: PHS 301.2
STATISTICAL M ECHAN ICS-I

GROUP-A
Answer any TWO of the following questions: 2x2:4

I . Prove that entropy of a canonical system S:-kr Li pt lnpi.Where, p1 is the

probability ofthe system to be found in ift state.

2. State Liouville's theorem in statistical mechanics and hence classify different type
of ensembles.

l. The equation olstate of a real gas is given by P(v-b) - RT. Find the panition
function of the system.

4. Explain why the electron gas at room temperature is highly degenerate.

GROUP-B

Answer any TWO of the following questions: 2x4=8

1. Derive the equation of motion for the phase density distribution function (p).
2. Explain the pure and mixed state in the light of density matrix.

3. Show that energy fluctuation in a canonical distribution is given by(E - E)2 :
t- 12r
tLB I LD.

4. Deduce an expression of Bose-Einstein distribution function from grand partition
function.

GROUP-C

Answer any ONE of the following questions:

l. What is partition function? Find out its relation with entropy and Helmholtz free
energy. Calculate the partition function of a three dimensional quantum mechanical
osci llator.

2. Prove that equation of density matrix p

ih* = [fr, p] where fr is the Hamiltonian.

I x8:8
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